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**29,181**
Children reached with nutrition, substance abuse and mental health programs

**30,077**
Children reached with mother and child health care services

**115,383**
Children reached with malaria prevention and treatment services

**21,756**
Children received health care services

**10,526**
Children reached with water, sanitation, and hygiene programs

**8,010**
Children prevented from HIV

**2,850**
Children benefitted from increased food security support

**REACHING 1 MILLION CHILDREN WITH HEALTH INTERVENTIONS**

Through the efforts of our partners we have been able to reach 224,306 children with health services by December 2017

**$5,513,438**
AWARDED IN PROGRAM GRANTS

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

Every Woman, Every Child

For healthy and empowered women, children and adolescents
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“With access to clean water, diarrhea or skin problems are no longer threats.”

**MARIA SANTOS OF SANTA APOLONIA, GUATEMALA**

“This program helped me a lot because if I had stayed at home, I might have lost my son, or even died myself. I gave birth in the hospital. It was better because it was safe.”

**LUCIA OF CAMPINE, MOZAMBIQUE**

“This year, after being trained on organic farming using locally available resources, I’ve managed to harvest 10 bags of 50 kg of maize for consumption. I sold some of my preserved vegetables, I’ve now joined the village savings group and I can send my children to school”

**VIOLET TEMBO, A MOTHER OF FIVE CHILDREN, A BENEFICIARY OF THE NSUGENI-LED PROJECT IN ZAMBIA.**

“For two months, I have been travelling with my children from South Sudan to escape to Uganda. We sleep under a tree at night, now my children are sick with malaria. I thank God for these free tests and drugs to treat my family for malaria.”

**ROSE IS ONE OF ALMOST 900,000 SOUTH SUDANESE REFUGEES NOW LIVING IN THE REFUGEE CAMP IN UGANDA.**

There are more children needing our support in 2018. Partner with us through your prayers and gifts to advance 3021770

**UMC Global Health Initiative**

[www.umcabundanthealth.org](http://www.umcabundanthealth.org)